
History is His Story 
This is a partial reprint of an article that appeared in Wall Street Journal by Elizabeth Braw, author of  
“God’s Spies”, (Eerdmans, 2019).   
            “East Germany’s religious community played a complicated, significant  and often overlooked role 
[in the fall of communism]. The Stasi, E. Germany’s secret police agency, understood that the country’s 
congregations presented a major threat to the existing order.  Lutherans were E. Germany’s largest 
denomination, and many actively opposed the regime.  Undermining them became a thorny task for the 
ruling elites.  By 1954, Stasi had built a Soviet-inspired agency to monitor churches, later named Dept. 
XX/4. It gradually perfected the art of subversion.  Their officers came from the proletariat, farmhands and 
factory workers sent to its officer training school and graduated as internal spies.   
            “To weaken faith communities, the department cultivated believers, including pastors, as spies.  
Among them was Frank Stolt.  As a teenager he had watched spy movies and made plans to escape by 
chatting with Western tourists in East Berlin.  When his daring plan failed, the teenager quelled his desire 
for adventure by working for Dept. XX/4. First assignment, attend pastor college.  Aleksander Radler, an 
East German theology student, spent his early Stasi Years uncovering the networks in Berlin that allowed 
fellow students to escape.  He was then reassigned to Sweden where he kept a close eye on the 
Swedish church.  Gerd Bambowsky, a flamboyant preacher worked for the Soviet KGB as well. He 
infiltrated Western charities smuggling Bibles behind the Iron Curtain.  His work helped the regime 
establish how these operated and led to significant diversion of books.  The intended recipients were 
dealt with by the KGB. Yet another pastor-spy, Jurgen Kapiske, was a talented church journalist who 
traveled around Europe expertly gathering information on Christians, among them Czechoslovakia’s 
Charter 77 dissident movement.  But the central character was Col. Joachim Wiegand, who led XX/4 
during the final decade of East Germany’s existence. They often recruited spies within churches 
appealing to their weaknesses—Western consumer goods, say, or a desire for a faster-moving career. 
These pastors then delivered information on congregational members and clerics.   
            “Yet Christianity overwhelmed them.  As the country’s only semi-free space, churches in the 
1980s hosted countless groups supporting the environment, peace, and human rights.  Wiegand had 
superb insights into his country’s mood and could forsee the coming instability, but he could only deliver 
the intelligence, not make policy.   By November 1989, the reforms East Germans were demanding were 
too extensive and the regime too rigid.  It was as if the Christians had an internal drive propelling them to 
be free. The peaceful candlelit marches began.  The wall still came down as millions took to the streets 
singing Ein Feste Burg Ist Unser Gott (A Mighty Fortress Is Our God). The spies were effective , but the 
people’s will was stronger.” 
 


